
ANALYTIC ITERATION(i)

BY

ERI JABOTINSKY

1. Introduction. Definitions. Plan

Let Q be a family of analytic functions such that F(z) e Q if and only if:

k~ oo

F(z) =    I   fkz\ with fy = 1, for | z | < pF, pF > 0.
i: = l

In the present paper we propose to study the iterates of functions F(z)eQ.

We define here the s-iterate of the function F(z) e Q as in a joint paper with

P. Erdös [3]:

Let S be a set of complex numbers such that aeS and b.e S implies (a — b)e S.

The function F(z) e Q will be said to possess iterates in S if there exists a func-

tion F(s,z), called the s-iterate of F(z), defined for se S and satisfying the fol-

lowing four conditions:

(1.1) F(l,z) = F(z).

(1.2) Considered as a function of z, F(s, z) e Qfor every se S.

(1.3) F[s, F(s', z)] = F[(s + s'), z],    s,s'eS.

(1.4) F(s,z)=   Tfk(s)zk(seS,\z\<pFs,pF<s>0),
k = l

where the fk(s) are polynomials in s.

If S is the set of all integers, F(s,z) is said to be the integer iterate of F(z).

If S is the set of all (finite) real numbers, F(s, z) is the complete real iterate of

F(z). If S is the set of all (finite) complex numbers, F(s,z) is said to be the com-

plete complex iterate of F(z).

It was shown in [3] that in every case F(s, z) is completely defined by the four

conditions (1.1), (1.2), (1.3) and (1.4). It was also shown there that if F(s,z) is

the complete real iterate of F(z), then it is also the complete complex iterate of

F(z) and that, moreover, for every finite complex s0 there exists a pSo > 0 such

that if | z | < pSo then F(s, z), considered as a function of s, is analytic in s in some

neighborhood of s. (This result is, in effect, a sharper form of a theorem of S.
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zk.

Bochner and D. Montgomery [2] on transformation groups in the special case

of iteration.) In this case F(s,z) is said to be the analytic iterate of F(z). Hence:

every complete real iterate is an analytic iterate.

We shall be concerned, in this paper, with the power series expansions of

various powers of the s-iterates F(s, z). We shall write for any complex t :

(1.5) Pt^V-    Xf/(M,fc)

We shall consider that branch of this function which = 1 for z = 0 so that we take:

(1.6) /(s,f,0) = l.

Comparing (1.4) and (1.5) we find that:

(1.7) fk(s)=f(s,l,k-l).

A further form of notation will be used in the case that t is an integer (negative,

zero or positive). Putting t = m we shall then write :

(1.8) (F(s,z)T = k2Zfm<k(s)zk,
k = m

so that:

(1 -9) fm,k(s) = f(s, m, k - m) and f1 ¡k(s) = fk(s).

Our main purpose is to obtain explicit expressions for the coefficients f(s, t, k)

in (1.5). Two principal tools will be used:

(A) The representation of functions by matrices.

(B) The L-sequences and the L-functions.

The representation of functions by matrices will be defined, together with

some of its properties, in §2. These will be used in §3 to prove the classical result

that, for integer s, the coefficients fk(s) in (1.4) are uniquely defined and are poly-

nomials in s of degree not exceeding (k — 1). Similar results will be obtained

for the coefficients fm¡k(s) in (1.8).

In §3 we introduce the L-sequences {/,} by the defining relation Zj=//+1(0)

(the differentiation is with respect to 5). In the particular case when F(s,z) is

an analytic iterate we shall define the L-sequences by the equivalent definitions :

L(z) - dF(s'z)

Ôs
and     L(z) =    I ljZJ+1

s=0 ¡ = i

(It was shown in [3] that when F(z) has no analytic iterate the last series diverges

for every z ^ 0.)

In §4 the L-sequences are used to give an explicit expression for the coefficients

f(s,t,k) of (1.5) for all complex t and all seS. In §5 Grunsky's coefficients are

expressed in terms of {/,}.

Added in proof. In the last paragraphs these results are applied to various

problems.
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2. Representation of functions by matrices

Let F(z) e Í2 and let m be an integer (negative, zero or positive). We expand

(F(z))m in a power series in z and write :

(2.1) (F(z))m = * Ifm,kzk, for | z | < p, p > 0.
ft =m

(There may be a different radius of convergence for m < 0 and for m > 0.

In this case we take p to be the smallest of the two.) If we put:

(2.2) fn k = 0 for m > k,

we can rewrite (2.1) in the form:

(2.3) (F(z))m =    "f \>kzk, for | z | < p, p > 0.
ft = —00

In this manner we have obtained from the function F(z) the doubly infinite

matrix :

(2.4) /=|/m,*||. (-co<m, fe< + oo),

whose elements fm k are defined by (2.1) and by (2.2).

The matrix/is said to represent the function F(z) and will be called a represen-

tation matrix.

It might be noted that the functions F(z) e Q, form a group T if we take as a

group product of the two functions Fy(z) and F2(z) the function Fy(F2(z)). The

neutral element of the group T is the identical function z. The representation

matrices will now be shown to form a group (with the usual matrix product as

group product) which is isomorphic to T. The representation matrices therefore

constitute a representation of T in the usual sense.

The main interest of the representation matrices results precisely from the

existence of this isomorphism. The corresponding property can be stated as

follows :

Consider the two functions F(z) e Í2 and G(z) e Q and the function K(z)=F(G(z))

which is also e fi. Letf, g and k be the matrices representing these functions. Then:

(2.5) k = / x g, (matrix multiplication).

That is:
p = + oo

(2-6) km,n=       S    fm,pgp,„.
p = — oo

(Note that there are only a finite number of nonzero terms in this sum: those

for which m < p <n.)

The proof is ^y writing (F(z))m = Hvplt */m>pzp and by substituting the expan-

sion (G(z))p = Z"!-» gp,nz" f°r zv and rearranging the terms, which is legitimate.
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We now apply the above result to obtain explicit expressions for the coefficients

f,„yk(s) and fk(s) in (1.8) and (1.4) for the case of integer s.

Let s be a positive integer. Then, by the repeated application of (2.5), we see

that the matrix representing the s-iterate F(s, z) of the function F(z) e Q is the

sth power of the matrix/representing F(z). We denote this matrix by/\

Let 8 be the unit matrix:

(2.7) 8=\\8m>n\\,   (- oo <m,n< + co).

This matrix commutes with all matrices. It is also the representation matrix

of the identical function z. As the identical function z can be considered to be

the 0-iterate of any function F(z), we shall write:

(2.8) f° = 8.

Now put

(2.9) /=/-«?       or:      / = / + 8.

Then, because 8 commutes with all matrices, we have, using (2.8):

(2.10) f°=(f+8Y = '¿'(MA
« = o\ Q !

Denoting by (/*)»,,* and by (fq)m,kthe m> k element of the matrices f and fq

respectively, we get :

(2.11) (f\,k = "i   I S)(f")m.k-
«j = o \ <Z /

But by (2.2) and (2.9) we have fmk = 0 for m > k - 1 and hence:

(2.12) (f%,k = 0 for m > k - q, that is, for q > k - m.

It follows from (2.12) that in the sum (2.11) only terms with q^k — m are

# 0, so that (2.11) may be written:

q=k-m i      \

(2.13) (f\.k=      I   (./VJJ-

But Q is a polynomial in s of degree q and the numbers (fq)m¿ axe independent

of s. Therefore the right side of (2.13) is a polynomial in 5 of degree not higher

than (k —m). As/S is the representation matrix of F(s,z) we have for any integer

in:

fc = + oo k = +

(2.14) [F(s,z)]"=    I   ( V*z*=     S
k — — oo k — —

and in the particular case when m = 1 :

<i-K-m / ç    \

--".
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fc = + co /c = + co

(2.15) F(s,z)=    I    (f)y,kzk=   I
ft = — CO ft = — 00

Comparing (2.14) and (2.15) respectively with (1.8) and (1.4),  we note that

(A„,ft=/m,ft(s)and Cf)i;ft =A(s). Therefore:

q=k-m i      \

(2.16) /m,,(s) =      I (/4)m,ft
<¡ = o \ 1/

and:

(2.17) /*(*) = "íVkftíM.
ï = 0 \ H /

These are the desired expressions for fmk(s) and for/t(s), which are seen to

be polynomials in s of degree not exceeding (k — m) and (k—1) respectively.

The above proof of this well-known result follows [6] except that here use was

made of the full representation matrix ||/m>B fl with— oo < m, n < + co, while in

[6] only matrices with 0 < m, n < + oo were used.

Before proceeding it may be of independent interest to express the coefficient

fm, k(s) and fk(s) in terms of the matrices / (instead of the matrices /). For this

purpose, using (2.9) we substitute (/- ö) for / in (2.16) and (2.17). After some

computation, using usual combinatorial formulas, we get:

«=*-« (s-l-q\(s

(2.18) /B)t(s)=     S   (-\f-m'Vq)m.k \k-m-qj\q
4=0

and:

(2.19)     fk(s) = 'ïWr^wM (¡

Formulas (2.16) and (2.17), or their equivalents (2.18) and (2.19), were estab-

lished for positive integer s only, but their right sides preserve a meaning for all

complex s. The series (2.15) for positive integer s has a positive radius of con-

vergence and its sum, being F(s, z), satisfies the four conditions (1.1) to (1.4).

Therefore, substituting this series into both sides of (1.3) we must find that, for

positive integer values of s and s', equal powers of z have equal coefficients on

both sides. But these coefficients are polynomials in s and s' and two polynomials

in s and s' which are numerically equal for all positive integer values of s and

of s', are identical. We have thus the result:

// the series (2.15) for F(s,z) has, considered as a function of z, a positive

radius of convergence for all given complex s, then it satisfies the four condi-

tions (1.1) to (1.4) for all complex s and s' and its sum is the analytic iterate

F(s,z) of F(z).

It is easily seen that the radius of convergence of the series (2.15) is always

-q =K— l

I      (f")k
.    <7=0

-

s

1!.

)

)(;)•
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positive for integer s (negative, zero or positive). Therefore the sum of this series

gives the integer iterate of every function F(z) e Q.

3. L-SEQUENCES AND L-FUNCTIONS

Consider the derivatives fk(s) of the polynomials fk(s) constructed in the prev-

ious section. These polynomials, and therefore their derivatives, exist whether

the series in (2.15) has or has not a positive radius of convergence. The numbers

lj, defined by:

(3.1) /,=/;+1(o),

exist and are uniquely determined by the functions F(z) e £2. (Note that we could

have written lj+1 instead of l¡, but, as will become apparent in the next section,

the notation of (3.1) is more economic.)

The values of the numbers l¡ may be obtained by noting that :

(-1)-1™      C)-v. - iC
s = 0

And hence, from (2.17) and from (2.19) we obtain l¡ in terms of the elements

of the powers of the matrices / and / respectively. We find :

»=j   (_i\9+1

(3.3) lj = S LJL_(/i)
«3 = 1 H

and:

(3-4) I, » Ï'(Zip/' WJ+1.
«j = 0 H        \ 1 /

In the particular case when F(z) has an analytic iterate we can generate the

lj by differentiating equation (1.4) with respect to s and putting s = 0 in the

result. The series obtained on the right has in this case a positive radius of con-

vergence and defines an analytic function which we denote by L(z). We have then :

(3.5) Uz) =
s=o        y=ids

Moreover, in this case, we may differentiate equation (1.3) both with respect

to s and with respect to s'. Differentiating with respect to s we obtain:

dF[s,F(s',z)-]_ÔF[(s + s'),z-]   8(s + s')

K    j 8s d(s + s') ds       '

Putting s = 0 in (3.6) and using (3.5) we get:

ÔF(s', z)
(3.7) L(F(s', z)) =

ds'
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Differentiating now (1.3) with respect to s' we obtain:

dFls, F(s',z)]     dF(s',z)     dF[(s + s'), z]    d(s + s')

1 ' ' dF(s',z) ds' 8(s + s') ds'     '

Putting now s' = 0 in (3.8) and using (3.5) and the fact that F(0, z) = z we get:

(3.9) I*™ - L(z) = ™^.
OZ OS

Changing s' into s in (3.7) and combining with (3.9) we finally obtain the mul-

tiple equation [9] :

(3.10) ^1 = L(F(s,z)) = ÔJ^-L(z) = ****.
OS OZ OS

This double equation is fundamental in the theory of iteration. It can be used

and extended in many ways.

Thus, from the first equality of (3.10), by further differentiation, first with

respect to s and then with respect to z, we easily obtain after eliminating L'(F(s,z)),

a partial differential equation [5] satisfied by all analytic iterates (actually the

validity of this partial differential equation is much larger):

(311) 1-ÍZ.   0L        g2F     3F_
ds2     dz       ds ■ ôz     ds'

From the second equality of (3.10) we obtain an ordinary differential equation

satisfied by analytic iterates [3]. Indeed put w = F(s,z). We find, for fixed s:

(3.12) *L = W
dz        L(z)

Finally the third equality of (3.10) can be made to yield a more general equation.

Indeed let t be any complex number and let (F(s,z))' denote any given branch

of that function. Then, multiplying the first and the last term of (3.10) by

iiF^z))'"1, we find:

(3.13) *f <'» z»' =  g<F<S>Z»'.I(z).
ds dz

Equation (3.13) will be extensively used in the sequel so that we are interested

in extending its validity outside the domain of analytic iterates (for which it

was established).

Specifically: if in (3.13) we substitute for (F(s,z))' and for L(z) their power

series (1.5) and (3.5) respectively and carry out formally the operations of partial

differentiation and of multiplication   the coefficients of equal power of z on
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both sides of (3.13) will be equal even if L(z) has a zero radius of convergence

and even if s is given a value not in S, so that F(s,z) too has a zero radius of

convergence.

This could be shown by rewording the argument leading to (3.13) in terms

of the Calculus of Formal Series. However, the following argument may be

shorter: Let us replace the sequence L= {/,} by the sequence L*= {/*} where

lj = lj for l^j^n and ^ = 0 for j > n. The function L*(z) = J¿¡'? l*zJ+1 is

then a polynomial so that the corresponding function F*(z) has an analytic

iterate (by a result of [3]), so that (3.13) holds for the functions L*(z) and F*(s, z)

for all complex t and s and sufficiently small z. It follows that (3.13) also holds

formally for the expansions of these functions. But the first n terms of the ex-

pansions in power series in z of L*(z) and of F*(s, z) coincide with the corres-

ponding n terms of the expansion of L(z) and F(s,z). As n is arbitrary we have

proven that(3.13) holds formally for the expansions(1.5)and (3.5) of F(s,z)andL(z).

Note that the function L(z) is the result of applying a certain operator to the

function F(z). In the author's thesis [9] the use of the following notation was

suggested :

(3.14) L(z) = LOG F(z).

This is justified by comparing the properties of the L-function with those of

the usual logarithm and becomes even more apparent if we denote the s-iterate

of F(z) by Fs(z). Thus we have:

= LOG F(z).
5=0

Also, as is easily verified:

(3.16) log/" = alog/      and       LOGFfl(z) = aLOGF(z).

Furthermore, if F(z) e Í2 and G(z) e Q and if F[G(z)~] = GlF(zy] it can be shown

[5] that G(z) is some iterate of F(z) and hence that:

(3.17) LOGF[G(z)] = LOGG[F(z)] = LOG F(z) + LOG G(z).

In spite of these analogies, the notation is cumbersome and has been abandoned.

Finally, from (3.12) it follows that the L-function is related to quadratic dif-

ferentials [12].

4. Main theorem

Explicit expansion of f(t,k, s) in terms of the L-sequence.

The formal interpretation of equation (3.13) enables us now to prove the main

theorem of this paper :

Theorem I. 1. The sequence {/t = 1, f2, f3,---} determines uniquely the

sequence {1u 12,---} through the equations:

(3.15)
¿U )

ds
log /     and

dt\z)

ds
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(4.10 A =   Zy,hky-kr-yldlld2-lär, (k^2),

the sum being taken for all integer r and all integer k, such that:

(4.1") 1 = k0 < ky < ••• < fer_! < kr= k  and  di = ki — k^y.

2. Let t be any finite complex number. Let se S be a complex number such

that F(s,z) is the s-iterate of the function F(z)eQ in the sense of §1. Put:

ft = + 00

(4.2') (F(s,z))' = z'    £ f(s,t,k)zk.
ft=0

Then:

(4.2") /(s,i,0) = l

and:

(4.2'") f(S,t,k)=    £   ̂ (t +  k0)(t  +  ky)-(t +  k^y)ldild2-ldr, (k>0),

the sum being taken for all integer r and all integer k¡ such that:

(4.2"") O = k0<ky < — < fcr_! <kr = k     and     d, = ki-k,^i.

Proof. Equation (4.1') is seen to be of the form/fc = lk_y + cb(ly, l2,---,lk-2),

so that, given the sequence {/,}, the terms of the sequence {/;} can all be deter-

mined successively. Equation (4.2") is just (1.6). From this and from (4.2'") it

follows that:

(4.3) /(0,i,/c) = Vft-

Let us write:

(4.4) ¿/(s, t, k)   =  f'(s, t, k).

Then from (4.2) it follows that, formally:

(4.5) M=/ÏV(S,U)z',
0S ft = 0

and:

(4.6) ms^ = k-£œ(t + fe)/(s>a)z*+*-i
02 ft=0

Define the sequence {l'k} by:

dF(s zV * = + <»
(4.7)

ds
=  I  rkzk+1.

s = 0 k = l
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Then (3.13) becomes:

k = +oo rfc = + oo -ir/c = + oo T

(4.8) I f'(s,t,k)z'+k=\   I    l'kzk+1\      I    (t + k)z'+k-l\.
ic=o L * = i J L t=o J

Equating the coefficients of z'+k on both sides of (4.8) we find that:

(4.9) f'(s,t,k) = 9l    (t + q)l'k_q f(s,t,q).
«7=0

We shall now prove by induction that, more generally:

(4.10')      ¿-/(M,*) = l(t + k0)(t + ki)~.(t + kr-i)laild2-lä/f(t,k0,s),

the sum being taken for all integer <V; such that:

(4.10") 0^ko<kt <•■• <fc,_, <kr = k       and       d¿ = k¡ - £,._,.

Indeed, from (4.9) we see that (4.10) holds for r—\. We how suppose that

(4.10) holds for r. Differentiating both sides of (4.10) with respect to s and using

(4.9) on the right-hand side we find that:

^r/(S,í,fc)=i(í + /c0)(í4-fe1)-(í + /cP_1)/;1/í;2-/i f(s,t,k0)

= Z (t+kJit+kJ-it+K-Wk-li Ç   Z (t + q)U0-qf(s,t,q))

= Z (Í + q)(t + k0)-(t + K^)lk0^l'di-l'drf(s,t,q),

the sum being now taken for all integer q and k¡ such that:

0?^q < k0 < fcj < ••• < kr^l < kr = k   and   dí = fc¡ —fe.-j.

Changing the notation and writing k0 for q, kt for k0 and, generally fci+1 for

k¡ we obtain (4.10') and (4.10") for r + 1.

If now in (4.10') we put s = 0 and use (4.3), we see that in this case only the

terms with k0 = 0 remain so that :

(4.11') ¿r/(0,í,/c) = Z(í + /co)(í + fc1)-(í + kr_1)i;ird2-/d'i.,

the sum being taken for all integer k¡ such that:

(4.11") 0 = k0 <kt < ■■■ < kr-x < kr = k   and   di = ki-ki.1.
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Using the fact that

/(s,i,fe) = r ¿"l JL-z^aK
r = O  ' •    os

and formulas (4.3) and (4.11) we obtain formulas (4.2') to (4.2"") with

I'j written for /,-.

It remains to show that the sequence {I'j} of (4.7) is identical to the sequence

{lj} introduced in (4.1). This however, results from (4.2) in the case t = 1 and

s = 1. We find that the coefficients of the power series expansion of F(l,z) are

actually given by formulas (4.1') and (4.1") with lj written for l¡. As these for-

mulas determine uniquely the l¡ in terms of the coefficients of the power

series expansion of F(z) = F(l,z), the two sequences determined by (4.1) and

by (4.7) are identical and l'¡ = l¡ for all j, which concludes the proof of our main

theorem.

In the particular case when t is an integer the numbers t + k, in (4.2) are also

integers. Writing in this particular case:

(4.12) i = m     and    f(s, t, k) = f, k(s),

Theorem I becomes:

Theorem II. Let m be an integer and let se S be any complex number for

which F(s,z) is defined. Let:

(4.13') (F(s,z)T = * ¿°7mk(s)z*.

Then:

(4.13") /m» = l,

and:

(4.13'") fm,k(s)=Zfïk0ki---kr_lldJd2-ldr, (k>m),

the sum being taken for all integer r and all integer k, such that:

(4.13"") m = k0 <ky < ■■■ < kr.y <kr = k   and   d,= k, - fc,_,.

Using the fact that :

(4.14) log^=limi(^-A
z ,_0   t\   z' )

we can deduce from Theorem I the following additional result :

Theorem III. Let se S be any complex number for which F(s,z) is defined

and let:
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log-= Xk(s)z ,
z k = i

then :

(4.15") 4(5)=    E^A-ir-lW:-/^

ine sum being taken for all integer r and all integer k¡ such that:

(4.15'")      0 = k0 < /q < ••• < kr_ ! < kr = k     and     d¡ = k¡ - k{-t.

5. Grunsky's coefficients for SCHLICHT FUNCTIONS

We now proceed to establish the following theorem:

Theorem IV.    Consider the function F(z)eQ and put:

,-«„        ,     F(w)-F(z)     ,     F(w)     .    F(z)     "•"V"

vvz w z m,n = l

i/ien :

(5.1") g„,„=   Z^(P~1)|fclfea-*r-1|/íli¿1-í-.

ine sum being taken for all integer r and all integer k¡ such that:

(5.1'")      —m = k0<k1<k2<---<kr_1<kr = n     and     di = ki — ki_i,

v being the number of negative k¡ with i > 0 (that is, /cv < 0 < /cv + 1).

Or, alternatively:

(5.2')   gm,„= ^p+Pq_í ■^k1k2...kp.Jd2--.ldp-jlk[k2---k'q^l'd2---rj'kl+k¡,

the sum being taken for all integer p and q and all integer k¡ and k¡ such that:

(5.2")     0<kl <k2< •■• <fep_! <kp=:m, 0 < k[ < k'2 < ••• <k'q-t <k'q = n,

and:

d¡ = k¡- k¡-1;       d'¡ = k[ - k',-1.

Proof. The function log((F(w) — F(z))/(w-z)), considered as a function of w

and z, has singularities only at the singularities of F(w) and of F(z) or when the

argument of the logarithm is infinite or is zero. Let p be the radius of schlichtness

of F(z). For | z | < p and | w | < p we have F(w) — F(z) = 0 only when w — z = 0.

In that case, however, (F(w) — F(z))/(w - z) becomes equal to F'(vv) and, be-

cause of the schlichtness condition, F'(w) # 0 and F'(vv) ^ oo for | w | < p. Thus

log ((F(w) — F(z))/(w — z)) is analytic in w and in z in some neighborhood of

z = 0 and w = 0 and is represented there by an absolutely convergent double

power series, so that:
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ry   \_ cY-\        m,n=+oo m= + oo n=+oo m,n=+co

log    M,_ „—=     2w gm<nw z =     L   «•„.ow  +   L g0,„z +   L   gm,„w z.
w        z m,n = 0 m = 0 n=0 m.n = l

Putting first z = 0 and then w = 0, we easily see that the sums of the first two

power series are respectively logF(w)/w and logF(z)/z. Therefore:

,    F(w)-F(z)   ,    F(w)     ,    F(z)     "■ " = + œ
log-^-K—J= log -^ + log -^ +     I      gm „wmzn.

W-Z W Z m„ = y

Rearranging, we obtain:

(53)   "j-"s--^-l0i [t-rnlM1-^)-10*™

Limiting ourselves to values of w and z such that | w | > | z | and | F(w) | > | F(z) |

we find:
/ _  \ 4 = + œ   y

- log( 1 - —    =     Z     -w-iz",

and, using (2.1):

p= +00

= Z   ^   Z fpnzn\      Z f-p,mw"\

n = + co    m=+co    /p=n    _i \

=   Z     Z     Z -i/p„/_p,m w-z».
n = l      m = -n   \p=l     P /

(The change in the order of summation is permissible because we are dealing

with absolutely convergent series.)

Substituting into (5.3) we obtain :

m,n = + oo n = + oo   m = + oo   /p = nn = -t-oo n = + oo   m = + oo   /p = n   _-t \

z ¿rm„wv = z    z    z -ff,j-pmW-z
,n = l n = l      m = -n   \p = l     P I

(5.4)
+     Z    wT'z*-log-F(

4 = 1 Z

Comparing the coefficients of wmz" on both sides of (5.4) we get:

p=n   _j

(5-5) gm n =  £   —fp J-p m (for m,n> 1).
p=i   P

Note that the terms in the zero or negative powers of w on the right side of

(5.4) have to disappear because there are no such terms on the left side. This

implies that for m < 0 and n > 0 we have :
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p="  i 1

(5.6) Z   -/p,„/-p,m= -¿-m,„ (form<0<n),

and:

(5.7) Ï" - /„,„/_p,o = - <t>n with "~Z °° cbnzn - log ̂  (for m = OandO < «).
=i P » = i z

Using a theorem on the representation of inverse functions [15; 7], formulas

(5.6) and (5.7) can be proven directly and be used to establish (5.5) without in-

voking the existence of a radius of schlichtness. This was done in [8].

It now remains to deduce (5.1) from (5.5). By Theorem II (written for the case

s = 1) we have:

(5-8') f-p,m   —    Z —j-Ao^l ■■■^•fl-l'ï,'y2'"" ')•„'

the sum being taken for all integer a and all integer X¡ such that:

(5.8") — p = X0 < Xy < •■• < Xa_y < Xa = m    and   y, = X¡ — X¡_y,

and:

(5.9') /p,„ =  T,-j-jPoPi~-Pb-ilôihy-hb,

the sum being taken for all integer b and all integer p, such that:

(5.9") p = Po<p1<-- <P(,_i <pb = n    and    ô, = p,-p,.y.

We now note that — X0 = p0 = p. Putting :

X,= -ka-,   and   pj = ka+j    (for i = 0,1, —,a and ; = 0,1, -;b),

and writing:

a + b = r,

we can combine (5.8) with (5.9) and obtain the following preliminary result :

(5.10')      ^/_p,m/,„= Z¿ zy^i-ir'k^-K^h-k,,

the sum being taken for all integer r, all integer a and all integer k¡ such that:

(5.10") - m = k0 < ky < ••• < fcr_, < kr = n   and   dl = kl — ki-l.

If we now proceed to sum terms like (5.10) for p = 1,2, ••-,« there will clearly

appear several terms containing the same product:

(5.11) kyk2-k,_yldlld2-ld_,
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but this product will appear each time with a different coefficient ( - 1)°+1/a !(r - a) !.

The values of p for which the product (5.11) will appear are p = kv+1,kv+2, ■■-, kr

where v is the number of the kt with / > 0 which are negative (that is

kt < k2 < .-• < kv < 0 < kv+!<•••< kr). Indeed p is positive and it is one of the

k-, (because of the condition p = — X0 = p0 = ka). Thus, in the total sum, the

product (5.11) will appear with the coefficient:

(5 12) "Z      t-»'*1-(-!)' If-M
(5-12) .£, fl!(a-r)!     (   l)  r\\  y  )'

Noting that exactly v of the k¡ in the product (5.11) have the minus sign, we

see that the sign of the product (5.11) is also (-l)v. Thus the contribution of

the terms containing the product (5.11) to the sum (5.5) is:

(5.13) ¿](r~V)\kik2-kr„1\ldild2-ldr,

which proves (5.1) for values of wand z for which | w\ > \z\ and |F(w)| > |F(z)|,

so that both sides of (5.1) represent the same analytic function, which proves

(5.1).
Equations (5.2) are equations (5.1) rewritten with p = v + l, q — r—v,

k¡ = |fcv_¡+i| (i = 1,2, ...,p) and k'¡ = kv+J (j = 1,2,—,q).

6. A THEOREM ON ANALYTIC ITERATION

In [3] it was proven that if the series (3.5) for L(z) has a positive radius of

convergence, then the corresponding function F(z) has an analytic iterate. The

proof uses existence theorems from the theory of differential equations. We are

now in a position to give a direct proof. Indeed, if the series

L(z) = ZÍ = í"°°/*z*+1 has a positive radius of convergence then there exist

a number X > 0 and a number A > 0 such that:

(6.1) |/,|<^k.

Taking m = 1 in (4.13) we see that the coefficient of zk in the power series

expansion of F(s,z) is smaller than:

(6.2') zW'/c^-fc,-!^*,

the sum being taken for all integer r and all integer k¡ such that:

(6.2") l<k1<k2<-<kr_1<k + l.

The number of terms in the sum (6.2') is 2*_1 as each one of the numbers

between 2 and k can be taken as a fc( or not. Each of these terms is less or equal to :
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(6-3) T=^^L4|s|)7.

The largest value of Tin (6.3) is obtained for:

(6.4, r=    "'"    ■
1+A\s\

Using Stirling's theorem we find that Tin (6.3) then takes a value of the order of:

*—c   nk

(6.5) T  =7fcB'

where Pisa positive number given by :

X(A\s\)A^
(6.6) B =

l + A\s\   '

Therefore the coefficient fk(s) of zk in the expansion F(s, z) is of the order of:

^ 2T¿2B)k

and the radius of convergence p of F(s, z) satisfies the inequality :

(6.8) p è ¿ > 0,

which proves the theorem.

7. The case lk=Mp~k

We shall consider the function F(z) whose L-function is, M and p being > 0:

M   2
— z2 ft = + oo

(7.1) Uz) = -^-=    Z   Mp~kzk+\ that is: lk = Mp~k.

P

The properties established for this function can be used to obtain some less

precise information about a larger family of functions e Í2 for which the L-sequence

{lk} has only real, non-negative terms lk such that:

(7.2) 0^lk^Mp-\ (M,p>0).

This information can, in turn, be used to obtain still less precise results con-

cerning the whole family of functions F(z) e Q which have an analytic iterate.

By [3, Theorem 1], this is the family of the functions F(z) e ß whose L-sequence

{lk} is such that there exist two numbers M > 0 and p > 0 such that:

(7.3) .      ,t <Mp-\ (k = l,2,-).
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These generalizations will, however, not be attempted here.

By (7.1) we have here:

L(z) =

M   ,
— z

M
— z
PPut:

(7.4) w = F(s,z).

Equation (3.12) becomes:

,      M                .      M
1-w 1-z

(7.5) ..  P     dw = p     dz.
M   2 M  2
— w2 —z2
P P

Integrating we find:

1      1. 11.
(7.6)-log w = c-log z.

w     p z     P

The integration constant c should be chosen in such a manner that equation (7.6)

be satisfied by an expansion whose first terms are :

(7.7) w = F(s,z)=z + s—z2 + -,

(this will ensure that lt = M/p). Substituting (7.7) into (7.6), we easily find that:

(,8, .-*

Using this value for c and multiplying by ( — p) equation (7.6) becomes:

(7.9) —+ logw = -Ms4-- + logz,
w z

and, in particular, for s = 1 we have :

(7.10) — + log w = - M + - + log z with w = F(z).
w z

It is easy to show that the function p/z + log z has no exceptional values in the

sense of Picard (that is that this function takes all complex values at least once).

The solutions w = \¡i(z) of an equation of the type <p(w) = ^(z), where the ana-

lytical functions cf> and 4* are devoid of exceptional values, may have singularities

only for values of z which are poles or singularities of the function *¥(z) or zeros

of ^'(z) and for values of w which are poles or singularities of the function cj)(w)

or zeros of 4>'(w). Hence, in the case of equation (7.10), its solution w = F(z)

may have singularities only for

(7.11') z = 0, z = oo, w = 0   or   w = oo
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or, as:

-T-Í— + logw| =W—~ and — ( -M4-- + logz) =
dw\w ;        w2 dz\ z J

for:

(7.11") z = p       or       w = p.

We know [3] that there exists a branch of the function w = F(z) which for

z = 0 takes the value w = 0 and which is analytic at this point. The singularity

of the function F(z) with the smallest | z | is hence either at the point z = p or

at the point for which w = p. As all the lk are > 0, by (4.1) all the/,, are positive

and hence the first singularity of F(z) occurs at a point z = r of the positive

real half axis in the z-plane. We have either r = p or 0 < r < p. In the latter case

we have to have w = p for z = r or, by (7.10):

(7.12) 1 +logp = -M + - 4- logr.

We shall show that, for given M and p > 0, equation (7.12) is always satisfied

by just one value of r such that:

(7.13) 0<r<p.

Indeed put:

(7.14) - = x.

Equation (7.12) becomes:
P

(7.15) M + 1 = - + log x.
x

The curve y = l/x + logx for 0 < x starts from + oo, has a minimum for x = 1

for which v = 1 and increases again to + oo. Therefore y takes every real value

> 1 just once for 0 < x < 1, that is, by (7.14), for 0 < r < p. It follows that the

first singularity of F(z) is attained at a point where w = p and that there z = r,

where r satisfies equation (7.12) and inequality (7.13).

The radius of convergence pF of the series (4.1') of F(z) is therefore:

(7.16) pF = r.

Let pA be the radius of convergence of the series (1.2') for log(F(z)/z) and

let us rewrite formulas (4.1) for/t+1 (instead offk) and compare them with the

formulas (4.15) for Xk for the case s = 1. It is clear that exactly the same products

hl"-hr appear now in both formulas but in the sum for/«;+1 they appear with

coefficients ki ■■■kr_1 in which the kt axe larger by one than the k¡ appearing

in the coefficients of the same products in the sum for Xk. Hence, if:
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(7.17) /i = 0 (i = 1,2,---),

(which certainly holds if /,- = Mp~'), then:

(7.18) Aft^A+i.

It follows that, in this case:

(7.19) pA ̂  pF.

But, from general considerations of analyticity:

(7.20) pA è PF.

Therefore :

(7.21) pA = pF.

Let ps be the radius of schlichtness of F(z). By (1.3) we have:

(7.22) pS1 -limiup|fcwl|1'<»+">.

For I, = Afp-' we have from (5.2') and (5.2"):

(7.23) gm,n=   Z^^-rl/c.-Vi-^i-^-iM^-V^^

^    ̂ ^ky-kp_yM>p-»   ±k[-k^yM<>p-»

We have here noted that pq/(q + q - 1) < mn. Similarly by noting that

pq/(p + q - 1) > l/(m + n) we find that :

(7-24) ^> &h>ufJ~

From (7.17), (7.23) and (7.24) we easily get:

(7.25) ps = pF.

Thus we have proved:

Theorem V.   Let F(z)eQ be the function for which:

(7.26) lk = Mp~k.

Then the radius of analyticity pF of F(z), the radius of analyticity pA of

log(F(z)/z) and the radius of schlichtness ps of F(z) are all equal and their

common value r satisfies the equation:
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(7.27) 1 + M = - - log^ with r < p.
r r

In particular if 1 + M = p — logp, that is if:

(7.28) ?Jt = (p-l-logp)p-*, (p>l)

then:

(7.29) r = pF = pA = ps = l.

8. Further possible developments

The methods used in this paper constitute a mathematical tool for the possible

further study of various families af analytic functions. Three such families could

be mentioned:

(1). The family of the functions F(z) e Q. which have an analytic iterate. By

the preceding paragraph and by [3] this family is identical to the family for

which there exist A > 0 and X > 0 such that

(8.1) \h\uAk\

It is interesting to find data on the configuration space of (f2,f3,---)fox these

functions.

(2). The family of functions F(z) e Q which have an analytic iterate and such

that F(s,z) is analytic in the unit circle for all |s| ;£ 1. This is a sub-family of

(1). It can be shown that it is obtained by limiting A in (7.1) :

(8.2) ASA A'

(3). The family of functions F(z) e Q axe such that both they and their in-

verses F(-l,z) are schlicht in the unit circle. Such a study has been made by

M. Lewin and some as yet unpublished interesting results have been obtained

[11].
(4). From a different point of view, the present paper may be expanded by

replacing the representation of functions by matrices by a more general repre-

sentation: that by two parameter integral transforms.

A double integral transform is defined as follows:

Let B(x, z) be defined for real x and complex z. Let F(z) be an analytic func-

tion (not necessarily e Í2). Then a function f(x, y) (x, y real) will be a two

parameter integral transform of F(z) if:

/• )>= +00

(8.3) B(x, F(z)) = B(y, z)df(x, y) (x = const.)
J y= — oo

(It may be noted that if we chose in particular:

(8.4) B(x, z) zM
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then f(x, y) becomes a double step function and can be identified with the represen-

tation matrix of F(z). Representation matrices are thus a special case of two

parameter integral transforms.)

The effectiveness of the representation of functions by matrices resulted from

the fact that one of its lines—/lt—defines the whole matrix so that the know-

ledge of all thefm k yields superfluous information. But the inner relations which

exist between the/mt permit great elasticity in writing down formulas, yielding

such explicit results as our Theorems I-1V. An even greater elasticity should be

achievable by using two parameter integral transforms where the base function

B(x, z) is at our disposal and can be chosen ad hoc for each problem.
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